
Follow the steps to become a greater version of man...

1. With a positive mindset be prepared to embrace change
2. Discover a variety of products from a range of brands challenging norms
3. Try out items promoting new masculinity, look around or take a seat
4. Grab a drink from the tasting bar and continue looking at visual merchandise
5. Drop into the foyer and book a vegan cooking class or yoga for later
6. Ascend the lapel stairs and discover a variety of gender neutral clothing
7. Have some ‘me time’ and get a new haircut or even a tattoo if you dare!
8. Grab a seat and watch a lecture from guest speakers and charities
9. Emotional support is available at the hub or by phone 24/7
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11. Visit a counsellor in the bright and inspiring rooms for a friendly chat
12. Need to ask a quick ‘embarrassing’ question? Drop into the pop up doctors
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14. Sit down and have a chat as you share your freshly made food with others
15. Need to work off all that healthy food? Have a game of ping pong!
16. Pop outside to grab some fresh air and admire the city views
17. Head upstairs and relax (perhaps even join the weekly book club for men)
18. Recharge with after-work yoga classes, live music and outside socialising
19. Join others embracing new masculinity over a non-alcoholic cocktail- cheers!
20. Feel part of a community helping to strengthen society

‘Inside Out’ - A bespoke experience tailored to suit you!

Tailoring the new man through interior design...
The space looks to promote new masculinity through a fusion of different 
business models which explore mental health and physical appearance. The 
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reveal the more expressive lining. This symbolises men opening up to change!
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5  M A IN  INGR ED IENT S
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core ingredients throughout the interior space there is a clear spatial strategy.

Tailoring details at the heart of the design

Physical model study of the key ingredients for ‘Inside Out’

RENTED OFFICES

RENTED OFFICES

SECOND ‘LAYER’

GROUND ‘LAYER’

FIRST ‘LAYER’

SIXTH ‘LAYER’

FIFTH ‘LAYER’

OVERLAY

1. Lapel staircase
2. Multifunctional display ribbon
3. Pop(l)in brand merchandise tables
4. Check out
5. Sample bar
6. Zipper ramp
7. Check in
8. Substation
9. Fire corridor/escape
10. Fire protected stairway, toilets + lifts

11. Cut out stair void
12. Multifunctional display ribbon
13. Pop(l)in brand merchandise tables
14. Contact point desk
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16. Cut and trim barbers
17. Pattern (tattoo) parlour
18. Lapel staircase
19. Storage
20. Fire protected stairway, toilets + lifts 1
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21. Cut out stair void
22. BeSPOKE lectures
23. Suit pattern stools
24. Buttoned up emotional support
25. Mend me counselling rooms
26. Dr Tailor rooms
27. Pieces of advice ribbon
28. Staff room
29. Fire protected stairway, toilets + lifts

30. Make and bake
31. Pleat and eat
32. PINg pong
33. Lounge SUITe
34. Lapel staircase
35. Pantry/storage/refrigeration
36. Fire protected stairway, toilets + lifts
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37. Bar-tack
38. Spin a yarn book club
39. Made-to-relax
40. Fab-recreation
41. Cut out viewing void
42. Cut out stair void
43. Kitchen prep and storage
44. Fire protected stairway, toilets + lifts

Main entrance
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INGREDIENTS/SHADING KEY:

= Floor/wall/ceiling grid

= Lapel stair insertions

= Multifunctional ribbon

= Pins

= Suit pattern FF&E 



T E C H N I C A L  S E C T I O N

I D E A  D E V E L O P M E N T. . .

The space has been designed to combine structural elements 
disguised through tailoring details to create a design which is 
physically and visually strong. 
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shows how the space becomes structurally more closed 
through the openness of the rooms decreasing allowing for 
more intimate conversations between men to occur. 

The layers in the technical section C-C include:
- Lapel stairs
- Glass landing balustrade
- Visual merchandising unit
- Sample bar with ‘ribbon’ top
- Pins
- Mend me counselling rooms
- Dr Tailor rooms
- Pieces of advice ribbon
- Multifunctional display ribbon

Shelving detail
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shapes of abstract deconstructed suit 
parts) with 4mm marmoleum skin 
and secured using trim head screw 
and 1/2in concealed square steel 
rod dowel (12in long)/shelf support 
brackets set in epoxy

Balustrade detail
1000mm Starphire glass panels  
(20mm thickness) with 42.4x42.4mm 
brushed satin stainless steel  
handrail and balustrade ‘pins’ 

Folded steel plate stair 
detail
Folded diamond steel 
plate, powder coated in 
red with double stringer 
to bolt panels into. The 
diamond pattern refers 
to tailoring stitches.

Glass joining detail
- Stainless steel ‘stitch’ joints between 
1200m panels of ultra transparent 
Starphire glass for the inner panels

Detail 
- Timber frame with marmoleum skin 
for outer stair lapel panel
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- 18mm Norbord stud wall covered in 4mm 
aquajet forbo marmoleum with insulation 
HUK�ZVSL�WSH[L�ZJYL^LK�PU[V�ÅVVY�WSH[L�

‘Suit You’ mini hubs wall to roof detail
- 100mm walls made up of insulation 
and a timber frame, sandwiched 
between 18mm Norbord either side 
and a 4mm layer of Marmoleum skin. 
The insulations helps sound and 
regulate temperature making them 
comfortable and private environments

Ribbon detail
- Ply and marmoleum covered ribbon

Ribbon detail 
- Ply and marmoleum covered ribbon 
made from 18mm ply studs supported 
by 4mm cad-cam cut WBP birch ply 
edges either side

Shelving detail
- Steam bent ply (2 layers of 18mm 
thickness glued together)

Scaffolding pin detail
Recycled galvanised steel scaffolding 
poles with:
��^LSKLK�Z[LLS�WSH[L��ÅH[�WPU�OLHK�
- painted (branded), changeable ball 
pin head
ZLJ\YLK�\ZPUN�H�Z[LLS�ÅVVY�WSH[L
NOTE: These pins are in reaching 
distance of public

Cardboard pin detail 
Painted cardboard tube with paper 
mâché ball pin head secured with a 
steel plate attached within the stair 
frame
NOTE: These pins are not in reaching 
distance of the public
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castellated rolled 
steel beam

Floor detail
Aquajet forbo 
ÅVVYPUN

Disabled access has 
been implemented 
on each layer to 
ensure inclusivity

Camaleonda sofa 
by B&B Italia in Este 
500 colour

C

C

Handrail detail
Handrail ‘pinned’ every 
500mm at a height of 
950mm to the sides of the 
glass and marmoleum/
timber lapels continues 
tailoring language
-42.4x42.4mm brushed 
satin stainless steel  
handrail and balustrade 
‘pins’ 

Sole plate detail
Timber sole 
WSH[L�^P[O�ÅH[�
countersunk head 
screws screwed into 
[OL�ÅVVY�[V�ZLJ\YL�
the wall structure in 
place

Details not to scale
Technical section 1:60@A3

TAH-DAH  #1 

Hard exterior/soft interior
Pinstripe VS pattern = contrast
Stitching routes

Live discussions
Grid ceiling- hang, drape etc
Tailoring graphics

Breaking stigma

TAH-DAH  #2 

PINSTRIPE- traditional masculinity TRANSPARENCY- Changing interior 
through rotation

Etched pattern pieces on glass

PATTERN- embracing new masculinityROTATING AND PLEATING WALLS

Patterned walkways

OTHER  IDEA . . .
Threaded structures- stitched spaces

Grid- hang items- clothes, mirrors etc.:\URLU�ÅVVYZ�J\[�PU�[OL�ZOHWL�VM�H�Z\P[�WH[[LYU

INSPIRATIONAL IMAGEINSPIRATIONAL IMAGE

TAH-DAH  #3
Kit of parts on the sides of the structures?



B E S P O K E  F I X T U R ES K E T C H  D E TA I L I N G
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and promotes a healthier lifestyle. The presentation bar is made up of an abstracted suit piece for the main structure with a ribbon detailing acting as the bar top and shelving. Chrome pins 
sit into the structure and are used as small display stands for glasses and bowls. They are positioned at different heights to give depth. Behind the visually intriguing bar is a functional 
preparation zone.

‘Sample Bar’ detailing

Plan of Sample Bar
Scale 1:50@A3

Elevation of suit piece (bar structure)
Scale 1:50@A3

Elevation of Sample Bar (close detailing)
Scale 1:25@A3

Sectional elevation of Sample Bar (close detailing)
Scale 1:25@A3

Plan of suit piece (bar structure)
Scale 1:50@A3

Sample Bar Plan Key
1. Handwash basin
2. Sink 
3. Hot water tap/water boiler
4. Display fridges
5. Bottle/product display shelving
6. Coffee machine
7. Shelving/storage (ice bucket and bin can be stored here) 
8. Ribbon counter top
9. Chrome display stand pins
10. Pins (help to secure abstract suit shape bar through a drilled hole)
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Chrome pins set into the 
bar by drilling a shallow 
hole that they can sit in to 
stop movement

Levelling legs allowing for 
the table to be levelled if 
on an uneven surface when 
on site 

Adjustable 
shelving

Bar top

Pin

2x18mm steambent ply 
layers glued together to 
form shelving

Marmoleum skinned 
timber frame ribbon

Fridges

Recessed LED strips

18mm plywood will be screwed into the frame 
followed by gluing a 4mm marmoleum skin. By 
covering the timber frame it will give structure 
and aesthetic. Sheet material in the middle 
will allow for shelving and storage making it a 
functional item. These shelves will be concealed 
with 2 pairs of doors (surface mounted hinges 
and magnet catches top and bottom.)

50X50mm timber battens are  
butt joint together to form three 
frames which will support the main 
structure. 

The timber frames will be 
positioned in these three points in 
plan. The furthest left frame will be 
slightly angles to take account of 
the shape of the bar.

The frames are secured 
by dowels and then 
further secured with 
locking cams and 
locked in place.

The chrome pins are 
embedded into a 10mm deep 
hole within the plywood frame 
ZV�[OH[�[OL`�Ä[�ZLJ\YLS �̀

Half a square (50x50mm halved) 
wedge will be used to create a 
mitre joint to increase strength 
between the timber frames. These 
90 degree angled blocks will be 
screwed in place.

Levelling legs to allow for uneven 
ÅVVY�SL]LSZ�^PSS�IL�JV]LYLK�I`�[OL�
marmoleum and ply front layer. 
Therefore the height of the carcass 
will be 100mm less than the overall 
height.

‘Sample Bar’ detailing sketches (framework)

Diamond steel plate is used 
functionally due to the fact it is 
a safe antislip option through 
embossed detail and aesthetically 
due to the ‘stitch’ like pattern 
continuing the tailoring language 

‘Lapel Stair’ detailing sketches (stringer)

Stair stringer will be 300x8mm 
and welded to the folded steel 
stair plate (used to look like a 
JVU[PU\V\Z�ÅV^PUN�WPLJL�VM�MHIYPJ�
with stitch detailing). The stringer 
will be cut into a zigzag shape 
to subtly continue the concept of 
stitchwork. Bolts can then be used 
to secure the glass balustrade.

The outer lapel balustrade will be formed through a timber 
structure, 70x50mm timber battens will be placed 500mm apart and 
secured to a top and bottom batten using 2x 100mm screws. This 
frame will then be clad with 18mm plywood and the marmoleum 
outer lining will be glued to this (pre-fabricated).

20mm
thick glass

8mm thick steel 
stringer




